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Forests and trees are an essential part of the biosphere….



As part of the human story………… 



And are essential for human existence………… 



…….though we seem to forget this fact



And since the dawn of civilization…. 



We have marginalized trees….. 



Savannah, Georgia

Plymouth, Massachussetts



Manhattan, 1609



Manhattan, 2009



Indeed, we celebrate our built 

environment……..



Indeed, we celebrate our built 

environment……..



Adams, W. M. 2014. The value of valuing nature. Science 346: 549-551.

A growing realization that humans depend on the biosphere……

“Without nature, finally, no people.” (E. O. Wilson)



How can we make nature compete in the urban economy?



Grappling with the complexity of combined 

socioecological systems will not be easy, but merely

hoping or imagining that they can be reduced, with the

transaction costs diminishing in the process, would be

like putting on blinders.

Richard Norgaard, 2010. Ecosystem services: from eye-opening metaphor to 

complexity blinders. Ecological Economics. 69:1019-1219



Pitfalls with monetizing pollution mitigation

Distortion: Turns small numbers into large numbers

Loses sight of primary environmental currencies

Distraction: Real problem lies with the sources of pollution

Conveys false sense of progress

Confusion: Conflicting means objectives

Impediment: Interferes with translation of science

into effective policy and practice



Air pollution is a widely acknowledged problem



And we often accept its negative consequences



But look! A tree does grow in Brooklyn!



Pitfall 1: Distortion

Are trees part of the solution?



A disappointingly small part.



A disappointingly small part.

What to do? Turn small numbers into BIG numbers!



% reduction X mortality rate X population X value of human life =



!!??

Is this what the science says?

What is the appropriate community response?





Pitfall 2: Distraction from real 

solutions



Sources of Air Pollution

Long distance transport: Continental + Regional



City scale sources



Local, mobile

Inputs are stochastic, intense and near the ground

Disproportionate impact on local conditions

Small scale is where exposure occurs!

It is easy to miss this key point.
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Local, mobile

Inputs are stochastic, intense and near the ground

Disproportionate impact on local conditions

Small scale is where exposure occurs!

Models miss this key point.



Pitfall 3: Confusion
The Tower of Babel Effect:

Competing Means Objectives

Motivated Reasoning





What is the question?

What is the real goal?

Save lives?

Plant more trees?

Increase your budget allocation?



Stakeholder Success
Aesthetics

Economic benefits
Recreation
Education

Learning success
Scientific contribution

Management experience
Improve methods

Most effective
practice

Ecological Success
Guiding image exists

Ecological improvement
Self-sustaining

No lasting harm done
Assessment completed

Palmer, M. A., E. S. Bernhardt et al, 2005. Standards for ecologically 
successful river restoration. Journal of Applied Ecology 42:208-217.

Intersection is a small target and often missed



Pitfall 4: Impeded progress



OUTCOME

INFORMED
APROACH

Wrong

Right Wrong

Right RR RW

WR WW

1
2

3 4

Desired state

Incomplete understanding?
Mis-application?

Dumb luck! Why do the wrong thing?!
Perversity in system?

But can lead to adaptation: 
learn from mistakes

Impedes progress

Impedes progress



Right Wrong

OUTCOME

Right

Wrong

RR RW

WR WW

1
2

3 4

Desired state Incomplete understanding? 
Mis-application?

Dumb luck! Why do the wrong thing?
Perversity in system?
Impedes progress

But can lead to adaptation: 
learn from mistakes

Impedes progress

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Francis_Bacon

Truth emerges more 

readily from error 

than from confusion.

CONFUSION!CONFUSION!

RANDOM ERROR!

INFORMED
APROACH



Distortion

+ 

Distraction

+

Confusion

= Impeded progress 

How can we do better?



Design based on solid understanding,

not slogans and self-justifying models

that cannot yield negative results



First, ask a question.

What do you want to do?



Ask the right question.

Accurate perception of cause and effect is

crucial.



Pope, C. A. III et al, 2009. Fine particulate air pollution and life expectancy in the United States.
New England Jour Med. 360: 376-386.

PM affects life expectancy
10 µg m3 = 2.7 years of life………but there is lots of uncertainty

A well-being question:

How can we save lives?



Pope, C. A. III et al, 2009. Fine particulate air pollution and life expectancy in the United States.
New England Jour Med. 360: 376-386.

…….Sensitivity analysis
removing one city eliminates the significant trend

…….Acknowledge the uncertainty!



A design question:

Where should we locate 

trees in relation to a sandbox or nursing home?



Oke, TR. 2011. Urban heat islands. pp. 120-131 in I. Douglas, D. Goode, C. Houck and 
R. Wang, eds. The Routledge Handbook of Urban Ecology. Taylor and Francis, New York.

Local inputs may swamp regional inputs

Regional perspective. 10-100 km

Landscape scale: 1-100 m

The action is below the canopy



Downwind transect 

Flushing Meadows, Queens

Natural Experiments

Informative Examples



???

???

Do trees make concentration 

decline faster or slower?



Landscape configuration matters……………..

With trees

Without trees

Dispersion overrides deposition effect

10% increase at 25 meters



10% increase vs. 1% decrease 

Which is more useful in landscape design? 

Best case scenario for deposition mechanism 



Unintended consequences of 

well-intended, uninformed

design 



Try this! 



PM spikes every time a subway passes 



PM spikes every time a subway passes 

An ecological trap! 

Implications for Complete Streets? 



Computer Simulations
Road-barrier-canopy Configurations

 𝑢𝑟𝑒𝑓 = 2𝑚/𝑠

LAD profile of 
conifer stand

Baseline

Solid Barrier Solid Barrier with vegetation cover



Left=Baseline (case1)

No significant reduction at pedestrian level. 

Centerline PSD at 3 distances downwind at z=1.8m, dash lines are PSDs from the treeless case as comparison

Baseline Tall tree 

Case 2: 1 Row Tall trees 10 m



Case 4 PSD: Two Rows of Trees

Centerline PSD at 3 distances downwind  at z=1.8m

Baseline Two Rows

No significant reduction at pedestrian level. 



Case 3 PSD: Wide and Dense Stand

Tree buffer must be 35 m (114’) wide before the 

concentration drops below the no tree baseline

Centerline PSD at 3 distances downwind at z=1.8m, dash lines are PSDs from the treeless case as comparison

+50% LAD

c>ctreeless

c<ctreeless





We need a new empirical process 
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We need a new empirical process 

Hypothesis driven experiments

Open access models

Tuning

Ground truthing

Comparative studies

In order to achieve

Better understanding

Meaningful policies

Effective practices

Do no harm!

Innovation



The last word………………





FIN


